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Dear Administrative Judges: [

L on November 17, on behalf of NECNP, SAPL, and the Massachu-
setts Attorney General, I filed a motion to reopen the record and
admit a late-filed contention regarding a proposed modification
to'the Seabrook instruuent and containment air systems. I have -

since discovered that a discussion of whether the motion satis- '

fies 10 C.F.R. I 2.714 (a) (1) (iii) was inadvertently omitted from
the pleading. I am enclosing a revised page 8 of the motion,
which now contains a brief paragraph addressing that standard. ,

'

This is also to inform you that although the Intervenors ,

believe the proposed design change constitutes an amendment to
the-full power operating license application rather than an -

amendment to the low power license, we have nevertheless
requested a license amendment hearing pursuant to the terms of
the Federal ~ Register notice dated October 26, 1989. This request
is made solely for the purpose of protecting our interest in
litigating the merits of the proposal, should we not prevail in
our attemnt to obtain a hearing in the full power operating :

license case. A copy of the hearing-request is enclosed !herewith, and has been sent to each of the parties. !

cerely,

%
D ane Curran

i

cc: Seabrook service list
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Third, because of the contradictions and omissions in the
,

license amendment application, discovery and cross-examination

will be required to fully ventilate the merits of the applica-
tion.

Intervenors' participation in this proceeding may reasonably
be expected to lead to the development of a sound record. This

contention is supported by an affidavit by two qualified experts
which outlines the matters to which they would testify in an
evidentiary hearing. Thus, Ittervenors have demonstrated that

they have the technical resources to fully ventilate the issues

raised in their contention.

Finally, it is simply unclear to what extent litigation of

this contention will broaden or delay the Seabrook operating
license proceeding. If it is true that the proposed cross-

connect will not be in use during plant operation, the design

| change can be rejected very quickly on the ground that it is

without logical basis. If, on the other hand, the cross-connect

i is to be used during full power op'eration, it will be necessary

to litigate the adequacy of the safety analysis underlying the
,

; proposal. While this litigation will take longer, it should not
1

be unduly cumbersome because it involves discrete safety systems,
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